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The Essence of Registry Blocks 

Mission 
“To be the world's safest solution for personal registration of items and            

documents” 

We give people and businesses the ability to connect blockchain to real world             

applications, combating fraud in the process. 

Vision 
“Imagine a truthful world, untouched by fraud and deception.” 

The Registry Blocks platform, backed by blockchain technology, is a big step            

towards a fraud-free society. 
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REGISTRY  BLOCKS 

1. What is Registry Blocks?
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What is Registry Blocks? 
Registry Blocks is a decentralized item and document registration platform,          

based on blockchain technology to prevent fraud.  

 

Registry Blocks Technology links any registered item or document to an RBID in             

the its blockchain database. This opens up endless opportunities, especially in           

fraud prevention, which Registry Blocks will utilize as explained in this document.            

By offering a free, intuitive, multi-purpose environment, Registry Blocks         

commercializes its blockchain technology to real-world users. 

 

By utilizing this RBID, Registry Blocks enables anyone to register any item with             

a serial number, Radio Frequency ID (RFID) chip or Media Access Control (MAC)             

address to their personal account. This method assumes ownership of the           

product at the time of registration because the RBID/MAC will be linked to a              

personal account. The link between a registered item and an account will always             

be proven in the Registry Blocks blockchain. 

The unique item ID is transferable to other accounts through the Registry Blocks             

platform. To enable document registry, Registry Blocks will supply every          

registered document with a unique serial number. The decentralized Registry          

Blocks database can be consulted to check if a serial number or RFID/MAC is              

already linked to an account.  

Much like car registrations, the combination of the unique item ID and the             

database registration opens up multiple solutions for persistent problems         

regarding ownership, item authenticity, fraud and theft prevention.  

 

Modern day products of value are almost without exception outfitted with an            

individual serial number. The incredibly strong global market adoption of smart           

home products connected to the “Internet of Things”, increases the amount of            

registrable products even more .  
1

 

1
 Forbes, September 2016 
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For example: 

If someone is interested in buying a product, a simple database check will show              

if the product is registered to Registry Blocks. To sell this product, the seller has               

to be able to transfer the unique item ID to the buyer. 

This way, the system prevents the selling of stolen goods and discourages theft.  

 

To allow used products to be linked to the Registry Blocks database, there will be               

a decentralized verification method where community members can vouch for          

item authenticity.  

 

Registry Blocks will support multiple technologies like RFID. Even the unique           

MAC address for IoT devices can be used for registration. These technologies are             

supported to further enhance market adoption and ease of use. An item factory             

outfitted with RFID or MAC can be registered to an account by a simple scan of                

the chip from within the Registry Blocks interface. The ease of registering in             

combination with manufacturers integrating these technologies to their products         

is an important step for market adoption. BLE and NFC are also considered great              

solutions for the Registry Blocks registration. 

 

All Registry Blocks services will be closely monitored, updated and fine tuned to             

ensure the best customer experience. The goal will always be to optimize the             

approachability for the world market. 
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As a business, Registry Blocks will commercialize its technology in the following 

ways: 

 

● Registry Blocks offers an insurance platform to connect the technology to           

individuals and insurance firms. Combatting theft and fraud, item registry          

enables insurances to be as cheap as possible by letting insurance firms            

operate more efficiently. 

● Marketplace will be a safe environment for registered items to be securely            

sold and delivered to users within the platform. 

● The Registry Blocks database and the RBID can be used for document            

registration, which can contribute to trust between parties or be used for            

better administration purposes. The platform facilitates electronic       

signatures and the creation of documents accompanied by full-service         

Notary support. 

● Registry Blocks Big Data provides marketers with patterns that can be           

used to improve their marketing in existing segments, find new marketing           

opportunities and improve products. 

 

Registry Blocks introduces REG as a token for all Registry Blocks services and to              

distribute rewards to REG token holders by proof of stake. 

 

All features of the Registry Blocks platform will be easily accessible in a single              

intuitive user interface called “My RegistryBlocks”.  
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REGISTRY   BLOCKS 

2. My RegistryBlocks
The gateway   to all solutions. 
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My RegistryBlocks 
Registry Blocks Technology facilitates multiple services. “My RegistryBlocks” is         

the intuitive gateway to all Registry Blocks features and is easily accessible by             

PC, smartphone, tablet and even smartwatch.  

 

 

Personal Profile 
In order to create a free personal account, a short registration process will show              

up when a user starts the app for the first time. Users can enrich their profile                

with personal data and adjust their preferences for My RegistryBlocks. The user’s            

relevant legislative and jurisdictional region is automatically selected based on          

the user’s location. 
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Visual Wallet 
My RegistryBlocks revolves around the Visual Wallet, a visual representation of           

every registered item attached to the user’s account.  

Items in the Visual Wallet are selectable and display all available item            

characteristics. For example: product name and brand, product group, unique          

serial number or RFID/MAC, owner history and product history. This makes           

registered items superior compared to their unregistered counterparts without a          

blockchain maintained track record. Product specifications will show        

automatically by, for example, the use of EAN. 

Services 
My RegistryBlocks is the hub where all Registry Blocks services are intuitively            

available. By selecting a product in the Visual Wallet, related services like            

Marketplace automatically appear. Insurance and Notary services will also be          

easily accessible in the My RegistryBlocks interface. Whenever a user registers           

as a company, the Business Dashboard opens up to accommodate all B2B            

related services.  
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REGISTRY   BLOCKS 

3. Solutions
Innovating blockchain services,  to help people and business               
benefit from Registry Blocks technology. 
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Insurance 
Registry Blocks Insurance is the bridge that connects the RBID item           

registry to insurance companies for fraud prevention. This results in          

cheaper and more cost effective contents insurance for anyone. 

 

Insurance is based on trust. However, conventional insurance firms constantly          

cope with a large amount of fraud: policy holders claim stolen goods that are not               

actually stolen. Due to the lack of a dependable check, insurance firms often             

cover the alleged damage to the client. Fraud costs up to $80 billion a year               

across all lines of insurance.  
2

 

These expenses have to be covered by all policyholders, which is the main             

reason for the ever increasing insurance rates.  

Registry Blocks Insurance is here to put a halt to these fraudulent claims.  

Fraud prevention 
Utilizing the Registry Blocks Item Registry, products will have a Unique owner ID             

attached to them. From the moment a product is registered, the RBID and the              

item are one. No matter what happens to the physical product, the RBID can not               

be transferred after being blacklisted. Devices that connect to the internet could            

even be detected after being put on the blacklist. 

 

 

 

This is what happens when an item is claimed missing: 

● RBID owner reports the missing item to both authorities and the Registry            

Blocks powered insurance. 

2
 Insurance Information Institute, September 2017 
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● The insurance covers the damage incurred from the loss of the item to the              

RBID owner. 

● The insurance locks the RBID on the public Registry Blocks blacklist. 

● The physical, missing item is now worthless because it lacks the paired            

RBID. 

 

If the owner of the RBID submits a fraudulent claim, he can never legitimately              

use, sell, register or insure the product again. This drastically decreases the            

amount of fraudulent claims. There will be a failsafe mechanism in place for the              

original owner to clear the item from the blacklist by refunding the covered claim              

within a certain time frame, for example when stolen items are retrieved by             

authorities.  

 

 

 

Additionally, when Registry Blocks technology is adopted, the RBID makes          

registered products unattractive for theft. Identical to the decrease in car theft            

numbers after vehicle registration was introduced, registered items discourage         

fencers by the increased chance of getting caught, as well as buyers not             

purchasing goods without RBID key transfer. 

Example of Registry Blocks powered insurance 
Anyone who needs contents insurance, or simply wants to insure a single            

product can find their perfect policy within the MyRegistryBlocks Insurance          

interface by comparing multiple insurance partners.  

Registered items & documents can be assigned to insurance policies. This           

connects the policy holder to the insurance firm in the decentralized blockchain            

with Registry Blocks technology. 
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Insurances start with regular rates and conditions, the benefits start when a            

policyholder starts registering his belongings in Registry Blocks blockchain. This          

will result in competitive advantages that lead to great discounts for the policy             

holder. 

To maintain a high level of accessibility, Registry Blocks powered insurance does            

not require the policy holders to register all their belongings. The biggest            

financial gain will be obtained with a policy that sets a threshold to register, for               

example: all products with a value exceeding $150. If these items are            

registered, insurance costs will decrease because of more accurate risk          

calculations compared to traditional insurances. A policyholder pays over what          

he owns, instead of paying for the collective spread a regular contents insurance             

charges, making Registry Blocks powered insurance the best option. In the           

longer term, if the “Internet of Things” is widely adopted, the actual usage of the               

product can be included in insurance rate calculations which makes rates even            

more efficient and personal. 

 

At a later stage, Registry Blocks will implement the use of RFID chips and MAC               

adresses. Manufacturers will add RFID/MAC to their products which automates          

the registration process. This will fully guarantee authenticity.  

Optionally, Registry Blocks powered insurance is able to cover individual          

RFID/MAC equipped products outside the policyholders house. This is a major           

and unique benefit that bridges the gap between contents insurance and travel            

insurance. 

Market Adoption 
Registry Blocks Insurance is a decentralized platform that enables any insurer to            

utilize the Registry Blocks Technology. Registry Blocks aims to commit to           

partnerships with insurance firms across the globe, enabling them to create their            

own policies backed by Registry Blocks Big Data analysis and RBID item            

registration. Policies of partnered firms across the globe will be available to            

Registry Blocks users in the corresponding regions. A special designated sales           

team will focus on partnering the insurance industry. These partnerships are key            

to broad market adoption. Partners dictate their own policy prices and pay a REG              

token fee to Registry Blocks to utilize the technology and the data it provides. 

 

Registry Blocks marketing will first focus on registering high risk items.           

Smartphones, laptops and televisions are all perfect examples of products with a            

relatively high amount of fraudulent claims. 

The extreme growth in smart home products and devices supporting the           

“Internet of Things” network creates another focus area for Registry Blocks           

Insurance. These interconnected smart products all contain serial numbers and          

are able to ease the registration process due to internet connectivity.  
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In order to optimize market adoption, Registry Blocks will start a contents            

insurance firm in the Netherlands, pioneering the Registry Blocks Technology for           

the insurance industry. This firm functions as a proof of concept to convince             

potential partners of the strength of Registry Blocks Technology. This insurance           

can also be sold through affiliates who will be rewarded with REG tokens.  

Data Collection 
Registry Blocks Insurance will be an invaluable source of data. Clients from            

Insurance partners across the globe will register their belongings in the Registry            

Blocks blockchain. This enables Registry Blocks to extract data across all           

insurances about risk groups based on product category, item history, location           

and more. A REG token fee will grant access to Registry Blocks Insurance             

partners or other interested parties. 

Potential partnerships 

AXA Insurance  
United Kingdom 

Enormous insurance portfolio,  

prominent marketposition for years. 

https://www.axa.co.uk 

Friendsurance (Alecto GmbH) 
Germany 

Innovation as foundation; progressive  

by the use of Peer 2 Peer.  

https://www.friendsurance.com/ 

Lemonade Insurance Company,  
United States 

Bot-based insurance creator.  

Very progressive and refreshing. 

https://www.lemonade.com/ 

Trov HQ 
United States 

Insuring your belongings by phone. Flexible and 

adaptive functionality. Modern approach to  

conventional market. 

https://www.trov.com/ 
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Klaverblad verzekeringen 
The Netherlands 

Influencive insurance company in the  

traditional sense. 

https://www.klaverblad.nl/ 

Allianz Nederland Groep N.V. 
Germany  

Enormous insurance portfolio. One of 

the strongest players in the market.

https://www.allianz.com/en/ 
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Notary 
Utilizing RBID document registration, Registry Blocks Notary is the ideal          

solution for document fraud prevention. 

 

Document and signature forgery is an increasing problem. Degrees are faked           

and business contracts are tampered with for illegal personal gain, at the            

expense of others. 

According to the NY Times, “diploma mills” sell more than 50,000 fake Ph.D.s             

every year. Ironically this number is higher than those legitimately earned in the             

United States.   
3

By utilizing decentralized storage and document registration, Registry Blocks         

technology offers several anti-fraud solutions for businesses and private parties          

alike. 

Enhanced eSignature 
The traditional, paper-based agreement process is manual, slow, expensive, and          

error-prone. Unfortunately email agreements or scanned signed documents also         

leave too much room for fraud. They can be altered or even wiped out, leaving               

nothing but a thin trail. Registry Blocks Notary introduces Enhanced eSignature           

to ensure security and authenticity. 

We automate the signing process and eliminate the paper, enabling companies           

to measure process time in minutes rather than in days, decrease error margins             

and substantially reduce costs. 

 

When a document is registered, Registry Blocks generates a serial number to            

form an RBID for the file, by merging userID and serial number. The owner of               

the RBID can invite other users to sign the document with Registry Blocks             

eSignature, which works as follows: 

● The RBID owner can sign the file and is then able to invite another              

account to read and sign the document. 

● The invited party can confirm or decline a signature. 

● When the document is signed, Registry Blocks technology will add the           

signer’s userID to the RBID of the document as an appendix. This proves             

the signature of the document in the blockchain. 

● After the document has been signed, it will be decentrally saved and            

locked. Both signers have access to the document within their          

MyRegistryBlocks account at any time. Any altercations, including        

deletion, can exclusively occur with explicit approval of both signers. 

 

3
 New York Times, May 2015 
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The eSignature service will be offered to private users for a small REG token fee.               

Businesses can purchase bulk eSignature packages or subscriptions with REG          

tokens. 

 

Whether a business contract needs to be accorded or an prenuptial agreement            

has to be signed, Registry Blocks eSignature is the most convenient and secure             

solution for any document signage. 

Notary Self-Service  
Everyone who has real estate, personal capital or owns a business, crosses paths             

with a notary every now and then. 

Whether it’s to secure capital by signing a prenup, registering real estate or             

making a last will and testament, the service of a notary is usually perceived as               

a necessary evil; a pricey hiccup on the path to greater plans. 

A key ingredient of Registry Blocks Notary is to simplify the document creation             

process, improve storage safety and decrease costs for both private users and            

businesses.  

 

Registry Blocks creates an online environment called Document Creation Tool          

that is accessible through the intuitive Notary Self-Service interface. Users can           

easily create simple legal documents that would usually require a notary,           

following the step-by-step templates of the Document Creation Tool. Clients will           

be enlightened with handy tips and tricks, that will be constantly streamlined for             

optimal ease of use.  

 

To expand upon the services conventional notary firms offer, the Registry Blocks            

Document Creation Tool fully utilizes the decentralized security of blockchain          

technology: 

● Document Storage: Offering decentralized document storage to ensure        

low costs, privacy, safety and longevity of documents. Data will only be            

accessible through the RBID locked to the user’s account. Any          

altercations, including deletion, can exclusively occur with explicit        

approval of the account attached to the RBID of the document.  

● Public Storage: There will be an option to open the stored document to             

the public. There will also be reference codes allowing access to the -view             

only- document. This function is convenient for usage as a reference. 

● Viewer keys and limits: Special view-only keys can be generated for           

every private document. There will also be options to limit these viewer            

keys to a certain timeframe or even limit the number of views. 

● Proof of Existence: The blockchain can optionally double as “Proof of           

Existence” to ensure third parties that a named document exists in the            

exact specified way.  
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● Timestamping: All documents uploaded through Registry Blocks       

technology, contain a timestamp in the blockchain. This proves the exact           

time and date of its existence. An extra timestamp will be published once             

a new signature is added to a document, or when any alterations are             

performed. 

 

The Notary Document Creation Tool services can be purchased with REG tokens. 

 

 

Notary Partner Support 
Certified notaries and notary firms can become partners to further enhance the            

Registry Blocks Notary service level. These partners are listed within the Registry            

Blocks Notary interface. Providing their expertise at competitive pricing to reach           

the potentially enormous clientele of the Registry Blocks Notary platform.          

Registry Blocks welcomes partners from all countries across the globe.  

 

During the document creation process, a certified notary, specialized in the           

document’s topic, can be consulted to offer support and advice. These notaries            

can also check and validate these files. 

For regions where the law permits , there is a special service for instances where              
4

a notary as a witness is required. Clients are able to set up an appointment to go                 

through the ID verification process by webcam, thereafter the document          

signature process will be witnessed by a notary. 

Partners who utilize Registry Blocks RBID document registration, Enhanced         

eSignature or decentralized document storage, will be published within a          

designated section in the Notary platform to promote their services.  

4
 National Notary Association, 2006 
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Notary Partners are able to set their own prices and pay a fee in REG tokens to                 

Registry Blocks, for utilizing the platform. 

 

Scenarios where Registry Blocks Notary Service would initiate positive                 
real-world progress: 

● Extremely disproportionate notary costs that have to be paid for a rather            

simple legal document. The Registry Blocks Document Creation Tool         

enables any business or private party to create the required document in            

a matter of minutes, with an optional check by a certificated notary. 

● Insurance companies taking over contracts from another party in bulk.          

The RBID prevents any individual contract from being transferred to two           

parties, saving much administration and IT costs. 

● The costly and high risk storage of documents at conventional notary           

firms. The blockchain files will be stored in a decentralized way, only            

accessible through the account that owns the RBID of the document. 

● A divorce case where official prenuptial agreement gets lost or all copies            

are destroyed. The blockchain-locked file will always exist unless both          

Enhanced eSignature accounts explicitly destroy the document. 

Market Adoption 
A widespread network of partnered notaries and notary firms utilizing Registry           

Blocks is essential to broad market penetration. A special designated sales team            

will focus on the endorsement of additional partners across the globe. 

In the USA alone there are 4,4 million notaries active. All of them are possible               

partners for the affiliate program. This also shows the scope of the Notary             

branch, employing 4,4 million notaries in a single country. 

The current economic growth is expected to push the notary sector to new highs.              

After a small dip during the recession between 2007 and 2012, the notary             

branch is going strong with 77.000 new registered notaries in 2017.  
5

 

5
 National Notary Association, October 2017 
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Additionally, Registry Blocks Notary will start a small notary firm endorsing the            

Registry Blocks Technology in the Netherlands. The sole purpose of this firm is to              

deliver proof of concept, in order to further convince potential partners of the             

innovations Registry Blocks Notary introduces to the world.  

 

When a wide market adoption has been achieved, Registry Blocks will expand            

with the founding of Registry Blocks Legal. A Registry Blocks Notary powered            

sister company, affiliating lawyers and paralegals to serve all the users’ legal            

needs.  

Potential Partnerships 

Wolfs Knops Notarissen 
Netherlands 

Regional office, dynamic and progressive. 

https://www.wolfsknopsnotarissen.nl/ 

Hendriks & Fleuren Zuyd notarissen  
Netherlands 

Regional office, widespread general legal expertise  

with specialism in insurance companies.  

https://www.zuydnotarissen.nl/  

Zeestratenhagemann  
Netherlands 

Regional office with a lot of attention for 

companies, organisations and individuals. 

http://www.zeestratenhagemann.nl/  
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Loyens Loeff  
Netherlands 

Nr. 1 notary 2017, multiple worldwide offices. 

https://www.loyensloeff.com/  

H&S 
UK 

Highly experienced in providing and managing 

all aspects of notary services 

https://www.nautadutilh.com/  

Fishers Notaries 
UK 

Carrying out work for all “big four”  

accountant firms world wide. 

http://www.dirkzwager.nl/  

Russell-Cooke 
UK 

Top 100, London-based law firm with  

around 200 highly regarded specialist. 

https://www.russell-cooke.co.uk/ 
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Marketplace 
Registry Blocks Marketplace creates the most secure solution to safely          

buy and sell goods between private parties.  

 

Conventional online Marketplace platforms all have one common enemy:         

scammers. Every buyer feels some kind of anxiety after winning an auction bid             

and transferring their payment. Uncertain if the product will be as described and             

even wondering if it will arrive at all.  

According to the Telegraph, one in ten people fall victim to online fraud . Online              
6

marketplace scams are one of the fastest growing internet crimes, with           

approximately 70% of the total reported internet frauds . 
7

By introducing the decentralized Registry Blocks powered Marketplace, users will          

always get exactly what they purchased.  

Decentralized Authentication  
For any item put up for sale, the Registry Blocks community acts as a              

decentralized product authentication system. Any Registry Blocks user is able to           

attend a voting process based on delivered product information like photos and            

invoices, to determine the authenticity of a product that has been put up for              

sale. This feature is the perfect addition to the Marketplace trustability.  

Key points for the Authentication System: 

● Purchasers can trust product authenticity. 

● Not only the product itself, but also the associated product history can be             

authenticated and reviewed. 

● Sellers get special recognition when positive authentication occurs. 

● Algorithms will track user authenticator reputation to reward voting users          

with REG tokens. 

● Every registered item published on the Marketplace can be up for           

authentication. 

● Marketplace transactions will be subject to a small REG token fee for            

profitability. 

● Items factory outfitted with RFID chips do not require authentication. 

  

This system ensures optimal market transparency which makes both buying and           

selling on Registry Blocks Marketplace a fun and secure experience.  

6
 Telegraph, July 2016 

7
 Journal of Economic Crime Management 
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Selling and Bidding 
Any registered item in the My RegistryBlocks interface will display a sell button             

to list the product on the Marketplace. This will also put the item up for the                

community driven authentication check.  

A premium advertising option, purchasable with REG tokens, is available. This           

will alert users specifically interested in the product group of your listing based             

on Big Data information.  

In order to place a bid on the Marketplace, Registry Blocks performs a balance              

check. 

 

SecureCollect 
In order to further enhance the Marketplace safety, Registry Blocks offers a            

unique service to every purchase: The Register Blocks SecureCollect. This user           

driven feature establishes a third party between buyer and seller to receive,            

verify and distribute an item sold on the Marketplace.  

 

After a purchase agreement the buyer selects a SecureCollect agent (SCa) in his             

region.  

● Registry Blocks Technology locks the sellers’ RBID of the item until further            

verification. 

● Registry Blocks Technology locks the purchase price in the buyers wallet. 

● The seller sends the product to the SCa. 

● The SCa receives the package and verifies the product in the Registry            

Blocks interface.  

● The buyer collects the product at the SCa. During this collection the SCa             

activates the transaction in the Registry Blocks interface. The funds are           

distributed to the seller, the buyer receives the Unique Item ID and the             

Sca receives a fee in REG tokens.  

● If the buyer and SCa claim that the product is unlike the advertisement,             

the item will be sent back to the seller at the sellers’ cost. 

 

The SecureCollect service is optional and can be purchased with REG tokens. 
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This is how it works: 
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Market Adoption 
Registry Blocks Marketplace and the SecureCollect service are available to all           

registered products. This means that when Registry Blocks grows, the          

Marketplace services will inherently grow as well.  

If a Registry Blocks user puts a registered item up for sale on a third party                

website like Facebook, Ebay or Craigslist, they can enhance their advertisement           

by placing a link to Registry Blocks. Gaining the full advantages of advertising a              

Registry Blocks authenticated product, buyers feel safe to do business. 

 

From a B2B perspective, our sales team promotes the security Registry Blocks            

offers to parties like Ebay and Craigslist. For example: Ebay could recommend            

their clients to buy Registry Blocks authenticated items to enhance security.  

Partners can also utilize SecureCollect services, to further increase buyer comfort           

and trust. 

These kind of partnerships motivate sellers and buyers alike to embrace the            

benefits Registry Blocks offers, greatly impacting market adoption of Registry          

Blocks. 
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Big Data Insights  
The age of digitization puts society’s trust in businesses to the test: The             

thin line between effective data collection and privacy infringement is          

often crossed by powerful companies for financial gain. 

 

Triple-A businesses fail to properly inform their users about the collection and            

sharing of their private data, abusing the innocent users’ good faith. Some            

companies even enable unauthorized third parties to identify individual users and           

their behavior, by granting access to specific private data that should never be             

shared. 

Registry Blocks takes full responsibility to guard the users’ privacy and                     
anonimity. 
 

Collected user data will be encrypted and stored decentrally for optimal security.            

Third party access to personal data will always be restricted to prevent user             

identities to be tracked. All Registry Blocks datacollection will always fully comply            

with regulations like the General Data Protection Regulation in the European           

Union. Registry Blocks is always transparent about the use and collection of            

personal data and will only do so with the user’s explicit consent. Users will be               

able to manage their private data on a single page to, for example, extract or               

remove their personal data. 

Big Data Collection 
Mobile apps and social networks are huge databases of people’s behavior and            

attitude, while search engines record people’s daily interests and needs. This           

data, combined with GPS tracking that automatically provides the geographical          

location of a user, is invaluable to marketers.  

Amazon.com is the world leading example when it comes to product           

recommendation. Their marketers use Big Data to give their customers perfectly           

tailored propositions. Amazon statistics show that more than 35% of website           

sales are fueled by their Big Data based recommendation engine. 
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Registry Blocks Big Data provides businesses with invaluable patterns                 
to find new marketing opportunities or to improve their products and                     
service levels. 
 

Registry Blocks generates an unimaginable stream of extremely detailed data by           

linking consumers’ registered belongings, behaviour and geographical location        

through the Registry Blocks platform. This data creates priceless information          

about consumers’ products and their interests.  

Registry Blocks will commercially exploit the generated Big Data in two ways: 

Marketing Insights 
Registry Blocks will be able to provide businesses with unique and very specific             

marketing insights.  

Imagine people in a certain district primarily purchase 42″ flatscreens and do not             

own any sound systems. Marketing efficiency greatly increases because         

manufacturers know advertising 55″ flatscreens is useless in this district and           

promote 42″ TVs instead. Additionally, they invest in soundsystem promotion in           

this area for strong market adoption. 

Big Data Marketing Insights can be purchased with REG tokens. 
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Advertisements  
Registry Blocks introduces premium advertising options on MyRegistryBlocks.        

Unique user-profile data creates a unique opportunity to target extremely          

specific audience groups on the Registry Blocks platform and will generate leads.  

This supplies the consumer with personalized advertisements that actually match          

their desire.  

Imagine a user who primarily registers red guitars. Guitar manufacturers can           

now specifically advertise red guitars to this consumer group and blue guitars to             

users who likes blue, which results in a high conversion rate and low             

advertisement costs. 

These premium, non-programmatic advertisements can be purchased with REG         

tokens. 
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REGISTRY  BLOCKS 

4. Technical
Registry Blocks   technology explained. 
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Technical 

Registry Blocks Platform 
To embrace the decentralized and blockchain driven foundation, the Registry          

Blocks platform will be built upon a decentralized infrastructure like the IPFS or             

similar.  

Registration of Items and Documents 
When a product is registered within the Registry Blocks platform, an RBID is             

generated. This RBID consists of the userID from the registering account plus            

the product serial number or RFID from the product. When a product is owned              

by multiple accounts, all userIDs will be registered to the product. Any            

ownership alteration requires the explicit approval of all these accounts. Group           

users (e.g. families, business partners or friends) can grant each other rights to             

transfer without unanimous approval.  

For document signage a third component will be added as an appendix to the              

RBID: the ID from the signing account.  

The RBID is exclusively transferable by this exact user account, within the            

Registry Blocks platform. 

To prove the RBID link between a registered product and an account, any new or               

changed RBID in the database is uploaded to the Registry Blocks blockchain.            

Creating an unalterable footprint for eternity.  

Due to privacy reasons the UserID will be encrypted. 

Data Storage 
Registry Blocks will take responsibility to protect user data and will comply to             

privacy laws like the european General Data Protection Regulation. This means           

that user data will only be gathered with their explicit consent. 

Data generated by Registry Blocks and stored user documents will be securely            

and decentrally saved in a blockchain solution like IPFS/Filecoin or Storj.  

Proof of Assistance 
The Registry Blocks blockchain will reward all REG token holders who support the             

REG network by running one of three types of assisting nodes. Overcoming            

limitations of Proof of Work, Stake and Importance, Registry Blocks introduces           

“Proof of Assistance” (PoA). 
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Proof of Assistance is part of the REG consensus algorithm. Proof of Assistance is              

the mechanism that is used to determine which nodes are eligible to add a block               

to the blockchain. In exchange, these nodes are able to collect the transaction             

fees and turnover rewards from that block. This revolves around a rating            

system: nodes with a high assistance score have the most weight in the             

network. There are three types of nodes that REG holders can run to support the               

Registry Blocks blockchain, each with its own assistance rewards based on its            

entry level barrier (higher entry level barrier results in higher reward). 

Types of Assisting Nodes: 

1. Assisting Node (Entry lever barrier: Low) 

The most straightforward solution for holders who want to support the Registry            

Blocks network. The Assisting Node client is able to send and receive            

transactions without storing a complete copy of the REG blockchain. Instead of            

storing the entire data of the network blocks, the Assisting Node only stores the              

final link of every transaction to validate transactions.  

To run an Assisting Node and generate rewards, the REG protocol only requires             

an account to hold a minimum of 1 vested REG. 

2. Full Assisting Node (Entry level barrier: Medium) 

The optimal solution for dedicated assisters. A simple PC, or a cheaper device             

with external storage, is sufficient to operate a Full Assisting Node. However, to             

validate and process transactions, a Full Assisting Node utilizes a lot of internet             

bandwidth. To lower this load some task are offloaded to the Assisting            

Masternodes. It also stores a complete copy of the Registry Blocks blockchain            

that keeps growing in size over time.  

To run a Full Assisting Node and generate rewards, the REG protocol requires an              

account to hold a minimum of 1,000 vested REG. 

3. Assisting Masternode (Entry level barrier: High) 

A computational beacon that is an actual real-time copy of the REG blockchain.             

An Assisting Masternode processes data and validates transactions like a Full           

Assisting node, but also performs additional functions. Just like a Full Assisting            

Node, it requires a simple PC with storage and a lot of internet bandwidth. 

To run an Assisting Masternode and generate rewards, the REG protocol requires            

an account to hold a minimum of 100,000 vested REG. 

To ensure an Assisting Masternode does not deviate from the consensus rules to             

corrupt the blockchain, the operator commits all vested REG as collateral. Having            

a high stake in the network, this discourages the Assisting Masternode operator            

from tampering with the blockchain and its rules. 
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Proof of Assistance Score and Consensus: 
Proof of Assistance can be regarded as a novel consensus algorithm. It            

overcomes limitations of traditional consensus mechanisms such as the Proof of           

Stake model, by identifying an account’s overall support of the network, instead            

of exclusively relying on the amount of vested coins. To distribute REG holder             

rewards, Proof of Assistance calculates the assistance score, which consists of           

four different factors: 

1. Vesting 

Identical to the Proof of Stake model, a higher amount of vested coins results in               

a higher Proof of Assistance score. The Registry Blocks protocol only considers            

REG tokens that have been vested and linked to a node for a set number of                

blocks. 

2. Transaction Partners 

Transacting with a higher number of unique REG accounts that have a high PoA              

score on the Registry Blocks network, results in a higher Proof of Assistance             

score for the operator account. The Registry Blocks algorithm only considers net            

transfers over time, and only takes transfers above a set size into account. This              

prevents users to abuse the network by trading back and forth between            

accounts.  

3. Transaction Amount & Size 

Every transaction above a set size, contributes to an account’s Proof of            

Assistance score. 

The Registry Blocks algorithm only considers net transfers over time, and only            

takes transfers above a set size into account. This prevents users to abuse the              

network by trading back and forth between accounts. This means that users who             

utilize Registry Blocks services with REG fees and run a form of Assisting Nodes              

will have a higher Proof of Assistance score and are more likely to receive a               

block reward.  

4. Location 

To promote location diversity, nodes stationed in zones with a low amount of             

active REG nodes will be rewarded with a higher Proof of Assistance score. Based              

on, for example, UTM zones: Each UTM zone has a base value of 100.000 points.               

Nodes will share the points by ratio, which means that if only 1 REG node is                

active in a specific UTM zone, it will be rewarded with 100.000 points. All points               

for UTM zones without any REG node, will be omitted in the algorithm.  

http://www.dmap.co.uk/utmworld.htm 
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Tokens and ICO 
REG tokens fully comply to the ERC20 protocol for optimal interaction with the             

Ethereum blockchain and other ERC20 tokens. 

The ICO will be protected against DDOS attacks to ensure a smooth and safe              

sale period. 

On a later stage ERC20 REG tokens will be converted to the Registry Blocks              

blockchain for independence of the Ethereum network. 
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REGISTRY   BLOCKS 

5. Tokens & ICO
Registry Blocks Tokens:   the bread and butter. 
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Tokens & ICO 

Why invest in REG Tokens?  
Registry Blocks as a business focuses on making profits. By offering numerous            

services utilizing the Registry Blocks Technology in exchange for REG tokens,           

revenue will be generated. This creates multiple opportunities for Registry Blocks           

to become a lucrative company; introducing an innovative reward system that           

shares 1-10% of all the incoming REG token revenue, with all REG holders that              

run any type of Assistance Node. 

Services generating REG token revenue: 

● Insurance Partner program (Fee per policy) 

● Notary eSignature 

● Notary Document Creation Service (Document Templates) 

● Notary Partner Program (Fee for using Registry Blocks Technology) 

● Marketplace Transaction fee 

● Marketplace SecureCollect fee 

● Marketplace Advertisement (fee for optional product promotions) 

● Big Data Marketing Insights  

● Big Data enhanced Non-Programmatic Advertising 

Services generating fiat money revenue: 

● Proof of concept Notary firm results 

● Proof of concept Insurance firm results 

● Programmatic advertisements 

 

For optimal user accessibility, Registry Blocks service rates can be displayed in            

either REG tokens or conventional currencies. A background application will          

convert Fiat money to REG tokens for all Registry Blocks services. Registry            

Blocks converts these REG tokens at the regular market price. 
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Rewards 

Registry Blocks rewards REG Token holders by sharing REG revenue. 

Transaction fee rewards are not the only benefits for REG holders. A progressive             

reward system will distribute 1-10% of all REG income generated by Registry            

Blocks services equally, over any REG holder who runs any type of REG Assisting              

node. This means that REG owners could gain more REG by simply holding             

them. Reward distribution will occur after a set number of completed blocks, to             

enhance REG token market stability. The Registry Blocks turnover in REG tokens            

will be publicly visible.  

Calculation example of reward distribution:  

● Progressive system rewards 10% for the first 1-100,000 REG revenue. 

● Progressive system rewards 5% for  100,000 - 500,000 REG revenue. 

● Registry Blocks generates a 500,000 REG income in reward cycle.  
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● The reward system will distribute 10% over 100,000 REG turnover to REG            

token holders (10,000 REG). 

● The reward system will distribute 5% over 400,000 REG turnover to REG            

token holders (20,000 REG). 

● The distribution amount will be calculated and distributed regularly. 

● A REG token staker holds 1% of the total tokens and receives 300 REG              

tokens in rewards in this reward cycle. 

 

* Progressive system numbers are examples. Permanent percentages per REG          

turnover stage will be published at a later stage. The 1-10% scale is definitive. 

* Registry Blocks is under no condition obliged to distribute rewards and might             

never generate any REG revenue. Do not trade REG tokens for financial gain. 
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REG Token Distribution 

 
Registry Blocks issues a supply of 500.000.000 REG tokens. No further           

REG tokens will ever be created. 

Initial Coin Offering  
Registry Blocks will sell and distribute 65% of the REG tokens to the community              

during an Initial Coin Offering. Registry Blocks will first offer these tokens with a              

bonus discount, consecutively 50%, 25%, 20% 10% and then 0%, based on            

reaching specific goals during the crowdsale.  

There is a softcap of 11,250,000 REG tokens in place, plus a hardcap of              

325,000,000 REG tokens sold. 

 

Bonus Discount From To Total Stage 

50% 1 REG 3,750,000 REG 3,750,000 REG 

25% 3,750,001 REG 40,000,000 REG 36,250,000 REG 

20% 40,000,001 REG 70,000,000 REG 30,000,000 REG 

10% 70,000,001 REG 160,000,000 REG 90,000,000 REG 

0% 160,000,001 REG 325,000,000 REG 165,000,000 REG 

Consultants & Partners  
5% of the REG tokens are allocated to consultants and partners who contributed             

to Registry Blocks. 

Founders  
15% of the REG tokens are allocated to the Registry Blocks founders. Starting             

from when the ICO activates, half of these tokens will be locked in Escrow for six                

months and the other half will be locked for 1 year.  
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Liquidity Reserve  
Registry Blocks holds 15% of the REG tokens in reserve. This reserve enables             

the platform to maintain a healthy liquidity for REG Token services. 

Fund Allocation 

 

The fund allocation is based on the 5 year plan to develop the Registry              

Blocks platform and gain market adoption. 

Bounty 
5% of the total funds raised by the ICO is budgeted to reward affiliates for their                

generated sales. Registry Blocks rewards affiliates with Ethereum instead of          

Tokens. In comparison to conventional ICO bounty programs, this unique          

method is much more secure for affiliates. This will be explained in the ICO              

Promotion Strategy. 

Marketing & Sales 
23,2% of the total funds raised by the ICO will be invested in Marketing and               

Sales to promote Registry Blocks as a business and to create awareness for the              

available services. First, funds are allocated to ICO marketing, which will be            

explained in the “ICO Promotion Strategy”. 

Research & Technical Development 
39,2% of the total funds raised by the ICO will be used for research and the                

technical development of the Registry Blocks platform, including the         

development of goals as explained in “Funding Goals”.  

Legal 
3,5% of the total funds raised by the ICO is reserved for legal, accounting and               

security expenses. 
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Operations 
19,1% of the total funds raised by the ICO is reserved for operational costs. In               

order to ensure a smooth development process, this budget will be used to hire              

an operations team, pay for office space and other operational costs. 

Team 
10% of the total funds raised by the ICO will be allocated to the team, for their                 

efforts that made the Registry Blocks ICO possible. 

Funding Goals 

 

1. Registerable Items & Documents 

2. Application Programming Interface (API) 

3. My RegistryBlocks: The public interface for all Registry Blocks services. 

4. Insurance Software as a Service (SAAS): The Insurance platform. 

5. Notary Software as a Service (SAAS): The Notary platform. 

6. Big Data Insights platform. 

7. Registration by RFID chip: RFID chip development and implementation. 

8. Start-up Marketplace 

9. Start-up / Acquire Notary firm 
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REGISTRY  BLOCKS 

6. ICO Promotion Strategy
Reaching   the world. 
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Unsold Tokens 
Registry Blocks services depend on the circulation of REG tokens, this is why the              

total REG token supply and the token distribution is fixed.  

In case not every REG token will be sold during the ICO, Registry Blocks              

introduces a simple system that takes away the need to burn tokens to             

guarantee a healthy amount of REG tokens for operational circulation. 

Airdrop 
Unsold tokens will be evenly distributed to token holders by airdrop. 

To minimize token price inflation and volatility, distribution of these tokens will            

occur following this system: 

 

● Every quarter for the following 5 years, 4.5% of the total unsold tokens             

will be distributed by airdrop. This transparent and long term distribution           

plan counters inflation insecurity. 

● Exact airdrop moments and amounts are random. It might take multiple           

airdrops in a quarter to make the 4.5% total. This randomness promotes            

REG token holding and hinders market pump and dumps related to           

airdrops. 

● Unsold tokens will be locked in Escrow following this system. 

Charity 
Registry Blocks will use the remaining 10%       

of the unsold tokens for Charity. To help        

those in need, Registry Blocks will reach out        

in some way. 

For example: Insuring people who are      

blacklisted for insurance beyond their own      

doing, helping a family that was uninsured       

and lost their belongings to a fire, or helping         

a hardworking woman who lost everything to       

the better lawyer her ex-husband hired. 

 

These good causes will be publicly      

announced on the Registry Blocks website,      

as well as to the press. 
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Escrow 
To ensure investor security, Registry Blocks puts escrow arrangements in place           

for several facets concerning both the ICO funding as well non distributed            

tokens. 

During the ICO, investments will be sent to a pre-established multisignature           

wallet, dictated by the ICO smart contract. Multisignature wallets managed by           

two independent, third-party notaries, will provide security for both investors          

and Registry Blocks.  

Funds and tokens locked in escrow will only be accessible to Registry Blocks with              

the consent of these renown notaries, functioning as escrow agents. These           

agents will exclusively grant permission to distribute funds and tokens when           

conditions as prescribed on this page are met. 

Softcap - Registerable Items and Documents 
The first $750,000 (11,250,000 REG tokens, softcap), minus marketing budget          

of $187,500 (or 3,750,000 REG tokens) which will be used for ICO marketing,             

will be refunded to investors if the softcap of $750,000 is not reached when the               

ICO ends. These funds will be locked-in by escrow arrangement until the softcap             

is reached. 

Unsold Tokens 
In case not every REG token is sold when the ICO ends, any unsold tokens will                

be locked by escrow until conditions for distribution are met as explained on the              

“Unsold Tokens” page. 

Founder Tokens 
REG Tokens reserved for founding members will be locked in escrow. Starting            

from the day the ICO activates, 50% of these tokens will be locked in for a                

duration of 6 months and 50% will be locked in for 1 year. 

 

In conclusion: To ensure investor security, funds and tokens locked in escrow            

are only accessible to Registry Blocks when a set of conditions are met, with the               

consent of a neutral escrow agent. 
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REGISTRY   BLOCKS 

7. Roadmap
The path to   Innovation. 
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ICO Promotion Strategy 
Registry Blocks has created a marketing strategy based on research that tracked            

multiple ICO’s that spent over $15.000.000 on different marketing channels          

spread over 2 years. This research was integral part of the Registry Blocks             

marketing strategy, to fully understand the crucial aspects for a successful ICO            

launch from a marketing perspective. 

Registry Blocks will efficiently exploit multiple marketing instruments in order to           

optimize results of each dollar spent on marketing and sales. 

Technical On-Site Optimization 
The website displays a clear value proposition on the main page, and describes             

what makes Registry Blocks Technology special. The Registry Blocks website          

fully complies Google and UX best practices, of which the main points include: 

1. Audit tools like PageSpeed and GTmetrix are being used to optimize page            

speed. 

2. Use of both robots.txt and sitemap.xml 

3. There is be no duplicate content 

4. Clear titles and descriptions for each individual page 

5. A minimum of 250 characters on the main page 

6. Clean URLs (breadcrumb control) 

 

Registry Blocks implemented on-site SEO optimisation with Yoast: the number 1           

SEO plugin. This leads to massive organic search results, by consistently using            

and improving the use of keywords, positive Flesch Reading Ease scores,           

.htaccess files and more.  

Initial Coin Offering 
The purpose of marketing supporting an Initial Coin Offering is to attract            

investors. For Registry Blocks it is an essential instrument to raise funds to reach              

investment goals and become a successful start-up.  

ICO Bonus Discount Stages 
The ICO process can be broken down into the following five stages: 

1. Marketing Sale (50% Discount)  

All funds will be invested in marketing to attract more investors. 

2. Technical Development Sale (25% Discount)  

Investments will mainly be used for Technical Development to expand the           

team and attract outsource specialists. 

3. Platform Sale (20% Discount)  

Investments will mainly be used for Technical Development and realising a           

full operational registration platform. 
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4. Services Sale (10% Discount)  

Investments will mainly be used to develop product propositions and          

expand to sales team to attract customers for using Registry Blocks           

Technology. 

5. Acquisitions & Take-over Sale (0% Discount) 

Investments will mainly be used to develop or license an RFID chip and             

further extend market adoption. We will start-up or take-over existing          

medium scale businesses to implement Registry Blocks Blockchain        

Technology as proof of concept to convince potential partners. 

Promotional Listings 

The Registry Blocks pre-ICO will only be listed on free relevant websites            

promoting ICOs. When the pre-ICO Marketing Stage is completed, Registry          

Blocks will also be listed on paid listing websites.  

 

Website Listing Fee 

Token Market Free, manually screened, up to 2      

weeks 

ICO Drops Free, manually screened. 

ICO alert Free 

SmithAndCrown.com Free 

Bitcointalk.org Free  

Coin Telegraph Starts from $10000 

ICO List 0.3 BTC 

Coin Schedule 0.02 BTC 
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Advertising 
Registry Blocks advertising campaigns are targeted to different audience groups.          

The audience groups can be split in three main categories: 

 

1. Investors 

The goal of these advertisements is to attract funds. 

2. Users 

These advertisements will accelerate market adoption (item Registrations)        

and generate revenue with user data acquired with Registry Blocks          

Blockchain Technology. 

3. Partners 

Advertisements targeted to decision makers in large companies will create          

awareness for benefits of Registry Blocks Blockchain Technology. When         

large companies use Registry Blocks Blockchain Technology this will lead          

to a price increase of tokens and provide revenue. 

Display Advertisements 
Research of AUWC agency shows effective and less effective promotion          

8

channels for ICO launches. 

 

The advertising budget will predominantly be invested in Programmatic Display          

Campaigns. Display traffic is one of the most effective ways to create a hot lead               

database and collect email addresses of potential investors. This way Registry           

Blocks achieves significantly higher conversion rates by the use of email           

marketing, Facebook and AdWords remarketing campaigns. This approach        

should lead in an estimated average CPC of $0.35. 

8 Research of AUWC agency  
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Benefits of Programmatic Display Campaigns: 

● Lower CPC compared to Premium Display Inventory, Facebook and         

AdWords search traffic. 

● More targeting options to experiment with for superior optimization 

● Huge coverage – in most countries more people can be reached with            

Programmatic Display Campaigns compared to Search Network 

Display Network websites 

Programmatic Display advertisements are used to promote the Registry Blocks          

ICO on multiple websites, including but not limited to: 

Bitcoinwisdom.com Coinmarketcap.com Coinwarz.com 

Eobot.com Coinhills.com Coindesk.com 

Сointelegraph.com   

YouTube 

Channels such as YouTube are suitable for brand awareness. After the ICO when             

technical development is ready, these channels will be used to target the user             

audience which will contribute to a broader market adoption. 

Remarketing strategy 

 

If a prospective investor visits the Registry Blocks website, retargeting ads will            

show up on random websites and apps the prospect visits. Certain conditions to             

trigger the retargeting campaign must be met.  
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For example, retargeting ads will only trigger once the visitor spends at least 30              

seconds on the Registry Blocks website and did not sign up for the newsletter.              

This way, the add will only be shown to visitors who most likely have genuine               

interest in Registry Blocks ICO because they spent a considerable time on the             

Registry Blocks website, but have not taken any action. This increases campaign            

cost effectiveness. 

 

A sales funnel will be created, this way users will have a unique experience              

without being bothered by the same content too many times. By the use of soft               

sell remarketing, users receive messages that display Registry Blocks’ unique          

selling points. The hard sell advertisements focus on direct sell triggers like; buy             

tokens now, last chance or X day/hours to go.  

 

Events 

Registry Blocks will attend to large crypto events, possibly employing guerilla           

marketing strategies. These actions will be published in the news feeds. 

The goal is to create crown awareness and to communicate face to face with              

potential investors. 
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Sales 
Registry Blocks Technology resolves a lot of practical problems companies are           

facing today. To become a successful Blockchain Company Registry Blocks will           

not exclusively rely on its unique technology for market adoption.  

An essential part of the global adoption process is awareness of the Registry             

Blocks Technology.  

Registry Blocks will employ a sales team financed by the “Marketing & Sales”             

budget from the 10% and 0% token bonus discount sales. The core            

responsibility is to sell Registry Blocks services to both business- and private            

users, to create profit and increase market adoption.  

The Registry Blocks sales team will also be responsible for the product pricing             

due to their close connection to the paying market. To ensure continuity and             

prolonging success, prices of Registry Blocks services should always be tested to            

current market movements and will be adjusted when necessary to combat           

pricing volatility.  

To serve the customer pyramid as a whole, both account managers and a             

self-service portal will be in place to utilize Registry Blocks Technology. 

Bounty Affiliates 
Anyone with an email address can be a Registry Blocks affiliate ambassador and             

earn Ethereum bounties. 

 

To maximize the proceeds the initial coin offering generates, Registry Blocks has            

a strong, unique affiliate marketing system in place. 

Affiliate marketing is one of the oldest forms of marketing where the affiliate             

refers a potential buyer to any online product and when that person buys the              

product based on the affiliate’s recommendation, the affiliate will receive a           

commission. 

 

A personalized and unique URL link, automatically generated for the affiliate           

once they register on the Registry Blocks website, tracks and records who is             

sending the traffic to the website and generates sales. Anyone can become an             

affiliate ambassador by registering on http://registryblocks.com/affiliate.  
Whenever an affiliate writes or vlogs about Registry Blocks, they can simply            

paste this personalized affiliate link in their message. The affiliate can paste this             

link anywhere; blogs, social media, message forums and more. To further           

enhance the campaign affiliates will be provided with banners or QR codes to             

enrich their message.  

If someone buys REG tokens during the ICO phase by clicking on the unique link,               

the affiliate will receive a 5% bounty of the total order value in Ethereum. This               

commission will be paid after successfully reaching the ICO financial goal that            

was invested in. For example, when the set revenue goal for “registerable items             
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& documents” is raised, bounties for those sales will be paid in Ethereum. 

The Registry Blocks Affiliate program is one of the most innovative bounty            

programs. This marketing technique is one of the most efficient ways to cause a              

widespread promotion, thus saving substantially on advertising. 

 

In comparison to conventional ICO bounty programs, the Registry Blocks method           

offers much more security to the bounty affiliate. By paying in Ether instead of              

the regular Tokens, bounty affiliates are completely independent from the ICO           

token market price. 

Expenses 
Marketing expenses are a necessity for Registry Blocks in order to maximise            

both short and long term growth.  

Research of the Pacific Crest Survey shows Sales & Marketing spendings are            
9

inherently related to projected growth rate.  

 

Companies investing in marketing and sales, with a median of 28           

percent of their projected growth rate: 

 

Another research from Saascribe.com examines data from 34 public companies          

and shows the percentage of revenue invested in marketing and sales correlated            

to the percentage of revenue growth for the following year. The conclusion            

states the increase in revenue growth has more than paid off, with the leading              

coefficient on the linear fit at 2.2. Each dollar spent on marketing and sales              

generated $2.20 within two years. 

9 Research of the Pacific Crest Survey 
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For efficient and continuous growth Registry Blocks will implement the          

conclusions of the research as follows: 

Registry Blocks will invest 100% of the Marketing Campaign Sale proceeds in 

promotion of the ICO.  

The “Technical Development”, “Platform Sale”, “Services Sale” and “Acquisitions 

& Take-over” sales will also invest revenue in marketing to accelerate growth. 

The average percentual Marketing & Sales spendings will respect the magical 

28% of the revenue to maximize growth. 
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Registry Blocks Business Analysis 

SWOT Analysis 
A SWOT analysis is a strategic planning tool that evaluates Registry Blocks’            

business environment and the strategic capability.  

This analysis enables Registry Blocks to identify both internal and external           

influences and risks. 

 

The SWOT analysis is made up of four sections: 

Internal 
● Strengths: Strengths are internal factors that are favourable to achieve          

objectives. 

○ S1 Blockchain Registry: Blockchain data can not be changed, faked          

or manipulated. These features are fundamental for Registry Blocks         

services. 

○ S2 Described cash flows for all business divisions will generate a           

healthy revenue for Registry Blocks after the ICO.  

○ S3 A fixed token supply and a unique REG airdrop structure that            

rewards token holders, increases optimism for potential returns. 

○ S4 A positive growth perspective: A multitude of existing business          

models can benefit from, and be optimized by implementing         

Registry Blocks Technology. 

○ S5 A Team with business track records: Two founders have a track            

record of running profitable businesses for years. Others have         

proven their Sales, Marketing & IT Development talents in existing          

A-Class companies. 

● Weaknesses: Weaknesses are internal factors that restrict the company’s         

progress towards its strategic objectives. 

○ W1 Registry Blocks IT platform is not fully developed yet. 

○ W2 No starting budget: Funding is an integral part of Registry           

Blocks strategy; without money Registry Blocks is unable to develop          

blockchain technology, web/app interfaces or penetrate the market.  

○ W3 New in crypto community. The Registry Blocks team members          

are no well known crypto community members yet. 

External 
● Opportunities: Opportunities are external chances to improve       

performance in the environment. 
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○ O1 Blockchain & Cryptocurrency quickly gaining popularity,       

acceptance and recognition from people and businesses all over the          

world.  

○ O2 Safety, authenticity and privacy become increasingly important        

in society. Registry Blocks Technology is inherent to this movement. 

○ O3 The insurance sector is stuck with a non-transparent stigma,          

Blockchain Technology can bring transparency by innovation. 

○ O4 The notary sector is often thought of as stuck in old times.             

Blockchain Technology can rejuvenate this whole perception. 

● Threats: Threats are external factors in the environment that are          

potentially damaging to the company’s strategy.  

○ T1 Registry Blocks heavily relies on the Ethereum blockchain, since          

the REG token will be based on the ERC20 protocol and runs on the              

Ethereum chain. Any threat to the Ethereum network is a threat to            

the REG token, including potentially high transaction fees. To         

counter this, Registry Blocks will develop run its own blockchain and           

ERC20 REG tokens will be converted. 

○ T2 Trust in ICOs is in fast decline, Registry Blocks might raise funds             

slower than previous ICOs. 

○ T3 Consumers and Manufacturers might not register products in the          

future. 

○ T4 Legislation regarding ownership: Some countries treat item        

ownership as personal information. EU might enforce a directive         

that states item ownership as personal information. This might         

complicate receiving and storing information since new standards        

have to be respected. 

○ T5 Legislation regarding cryptocurrency: Governments are under       

pressure to create laws for crypto technology and its financial          

events. This could be as drastic as declaring any crypto related           

ordeal illegal. 
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SWOT Matrix 

 

 

Focus Strategy 
The SWOT Matrix output is used to generate strategic options and to assess             

future courses of action.  

Focus on the opportunity safety, authenticity and privacy by using the strength            

of a Blockchain Registry is fundamental for Registry Blocks’ existence and           

growth. When Registry Blocks finds a solution to the most dominant weakness,            

no starting budget, and converts this into a strength (enough capital) other            

weaknesses can be countered too. For example, by completing technological          

development of the Registry Blocks platform.  

Fast declining trust in ICOs turns out to be the biggest threat. Aside from the               

potential of Registry Blocks, transparency, a long-term strategic roadmap and a           

unique REG reward system should convince investors to have faith in Registry            

Blocks. 

Competitive Position Analysis 
Registry Blocks analysed their competitive position by Porter's Five Forces of           

Competitive Position Analysis. Michael E. Porter of Harvard Business School          

developed a simple framework for assessing and evaluating the competitive          

strength and position of a business organisation. 
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Porter’s Five Forces 

Porter's theory states there are five forces that determine the competitive           

intensity and attractiveness of a market. This helps to identify where the power             

in a business situation lies which is useful to understand the strength of an              

organisation’s current competitive position. 

 

1. Supplier power (how easy can suppliers drive prices up?) 

Registry Blocks considers the blockchain storage as the most important          

supplier. One of the most important benefits of the blockchain is           

decentralization. Costs and uptime are not driven by a single supplier: The            

power of suppliers is extremely weak.  

2. Buyer power (how easy can buyers drive prices down?) 

Registry Blocks Technology provides unique benefits that can be used in a            

multi-purpose environment. There are almost endless branches with        

potential markets, which makes the power of buyers to dictate terms very            

weak. 

3. Competitive rivalry (how easy can competitors drive prices down?) 

Existing item registration platforms are primarily controlled by        

manufacturers (for example, electronic device producers) for internal use.         

These do not contain information about products from other brands and           

are not accessible by other businesses or third parties. 

There are document registration firms for very specific use cases (for           

example, chambers of commerce, national diploma registries, patent        
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registries). None of them use decentralised blockchain technology for safe          

and reliable storage, have world wide coverage and global potential. 

Because blockchain technology is still relatively new, there are no          

competitors with a ready to market product. There are a only a few             

potential competitors who aim to register items in the food, car or            

document branche. Because of an unfinished product and different focus          

areas, the power of those competitors is still very weak. However, this            

power could increase overtime. This makes a market release in a timely            

fashion a very important priority for Registry Blocks. 

4. Threat of substitution (how easy can substitutes drive prices down?) 

Unique serial numbers are primarily used for item registration, but these           

databases are only visible for the product manufacturers. 

Authenticity of items can be checked by appraisers, but reports can not be             

permanently attached to the item, which makes it unusable for          

registration of ownership. 

With the development of RFID chips, Registry Blocks introduces easier          

ways of registration. Manual proof of ownership by entering serial          

numbers and community validation can will replaced by RFID chips for           

most items. The power of substitutions is low, but Registry Blocks believes            

continuous innovation in the registration process is mandatory for optimal          

market adoption and to maintain the market position. 

5. Threat of new entry (how easy can new entrants drive prices down?) 

This market is very young and technological undeveloped. New entrants          

can easily try to enter the market. For now the threat of new entrants is               

present. 

In the future, specialized technical knowledge and large capital is required           

for new entrants. Once Registry Blocks Technology is available and          

partnerships are made, it will be very hard to gain a wide market adoption              

for new entrants.  

Audit 
Registry Blocks encourages investors to perform an audit by a third party before             

participating in the REG token ICO. Registry Blocks will offer full cooperation; if             

the investor decides to partake, we will refund the audit costs with tokens.* 

Registry Blocks explicitly does not wish to initiate an audit by a third party, due               

to biassed results as a paying customer. An audit should be in service towards              

the investing party. 

 

*To apply for the audit refund offer, please contact Registry Blocks. Audit            

refunds are limited to a maximum of 10% of the invested amount. 
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Team 

Ricardo Boosten 
Chief Executive Officer - Founder 

Board Administration & Strategic Leadership 

Ricardo is a purpose-driven leader and problem solver.  

His open-minded approach considers everyone's voice      

to reach the most effective solution. 

 

Entrepreneurship as a way of life, that is how Ricardo was raised surrounded by              

his ever hard working family. While attending the Faculty of Law at Maastricht             

University, Ricardo discovered that he feels attracted to the world of commerce. 

Challenged by his family business, Ricardo digitized the workflow, innovated the           

product to match the clients’ needs and refocussed the marketing strategy,           

successfully building a bridge between old times and now. 

Triggered by blockchain innovation, Ricardo hand-picked a group of qualified          

minds who inspire each other to create real-world blockchain applications.  

 

“Whenever I take time to reset my thoughts, I slip into the musical realms of               

ambient guitar playing or mount my motorcycle to be thrilled by the symbiose             

connection between man and machine.”  
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Roger van Eijk 
 
Chief Commercial Officer - Founder 

Marketing, Sales & Customer Services 

Roger always aims to understand the basic “why” behind         

every idea. When inspiration strikes him, he finds ways         

to make a profit from anything.  

 

By studying Commercial Management at Zuyd University (Bachelor of Business          

Administration, BBA), Roger obtained Marketing & Sales knowledge.  

During study he started as a Customer Service Agent for Liberty Global at             

Teleperformance; worldwide leader in outsourced omnichannel customer       

experience management. Even before his graduation he was promoted to lead           

and coach a team of agents, while he developed his management skills.  

To feed his marketing hunger he acquired job at MediaHuis, one of the largest              

publishers in Belgium and The Netherlands. As an Account Manager he advises            

and guides local entrepreneurs, achieving their communicational goals by using          

strong individualized ad campaigns. 

 

“I love adventure, culinary flavor explosions and enjoy life connecting with           

people. I won’t discuss whether the glass is either half full or half empty, but               

rather talk about the benefits of ice.” 
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Yoni de Boer 
Chief Operations Officer - Founder 

Data analysis & Planning 

Yoni is a realistic thinker and always focuses on         

excluding  risks. 

 

 

In 2015 Yoni obtained his master’s degree in Product Development at the            

University of Eindhoven. During his study, Yoni learned to understand how to            

tackle a thorough investigation based on different development phases. With          

projects, especially during his graduation period, Yoni developed strong         

analytical skills in which large amounts of information had to be distributed, in             

smaller homogeneous parts, to be able to separate the main- and secondary            

issues. 

Now, he uses this expertise to reduce the gap between blockchain technology            

and a multitude of regular everyday issues. With his skills to simplify huge             

quantities of information, he is dedicated to make Registry Blocks a successful            

venture.  

Yoni is a very sporty person and when the opportunity arises, he prefers to be               

physically active. He also uses these moments to clear his head and then again              

to pursue his goal. 
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Eelko Neven 
 
Chief Technology Officer - Founder 

Software architect & Technical development 

Eelko exclusively accepts tasks that lay on the verge of          

his limits. 

 

In 2001 Eelko kickstarted his promising career as a Software Engineer at            

Fintrans where he became an expert in digitizing the insurance industry. When            

the company was bought by Centric he joined there Dataxchange department           

where he worked on several software projects like customs declarations          

software, subsidy software and telepresence solutions. Eelko’s everlasting urge         

to increase his technological knowledge and skill enabled him to solve countless            

problems for a wide array of companies, as a young entrepreneur. Becoming a             

master of digital security, Eelko discovered multiple leaks for big name           

enterprises like Google and Twitter.  

Nowadays Eelko is completely focussed on blockchain and its developments. His           

skillset makes sure that he is the perfect individual to bring the Registry Blocks              

platform to a technical reality. 

As a proud father of three, Eelko relaxes by spending time with his family. His               

curiosity in technological innovation makes his work his passion. 
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Stefan Toussaint Romain Hollands 
Technical Developer Advisor 

Kashif Taj Frans Aarts 
Platform Developer Advisor 

Rogier van Loo 
Business Insights & Insurance Expert 

Natasha Mulji 

Finance Manager 

Frank Mütze 

Legal Analyst 

Martijn van Loon 
Privacy Specialist 

Fabienne Habets  

Community Support 

Jeroen van Eijk 
Software Engineer 

Guido Hollands 

Advisor  
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Disclaimer 
 

This white paper is for information purposes only and is not a statement of              

future intent. 

 

Unless expressly specified otherwise, the products, services and innovations         

detailed in this white paper are currently under development and are not            

currently deployed.  

 

The Promoters of this white paper and all persons associated with its publication             

specifically make no warranties or representations as to the successful          

development, implementation or deployment of any technologies and        

innovations, or achievements of any other activities noted in this white paper.  

 

The Promoters of this White Paper and all persons associated with the            

preparation and/or publication of this white paper each disclaim to the fullest            

extent permitted by law any and all warranties implied by law. 

 

No person is entitled to rely on the information detailed in this white paper or               

any inferences drawn from this white paper, including in relation to any            

interactions with the REG or the technologies mentioned in this white paper.  

 

The Promoters of the White Paper and all persons associated with the            

preparation and/or publication of this white paper each disclaim all liability for            

any loss or damage of whatsoever kind (whether foreseeable or not) which may             

arise from any person acting on any information and/or opinions relating to the             

REG, the Registry Blocks platform or the Registry Blocks ecosystem or any            

information which is made available in connection with any further enquiries,           

notwithstanding any negligence, default, or lack of due care and skill.  

 

The Promoters of the white paper and all persons associated with the            

preparation and/or publication of this white paper take no responsibility nor           

assume any responsibility for any errors that may be contained in the white             

paper. 

 

All information contained in this white paper is derived from data obtained from             

sources believed by the Promoters of the white paper and all persons associated             

with the preparation and/or publication of this white paper to be reliable and is              

given in good faith. No warranties or guarantees, or representations are made            

by the Promoters of the white paper and all persons associated with the             

preparation and/ or publication of this white paper with regard to the accuracy or              

completeness, correctness or suitability of the information presented.  
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Nothing in this white paper should be relied upon, and shall not confer rights or               

remedies upon you or any of your employees, creditors, holders of securities or             

other equity holders or any other persons whether related to you or not.  

 

The opinions reflected in this white paper may change without notice and the             

opinions do not necessarily correspond to the opinions of the Promoters of the             

white paper and/or any persons associated with the preparation and/or          

publication of this white paper.  

 

The Promoters of this white paper do not have any obligation to amend, modify              

or update this white paper or to otherwise notify any reader or recipient of this               

white paper in the event that any matter related or stated in this white paper or                

any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate detailed in this white paper changes            

or subsequently becomes inaccurate.  

 

The Promoters of the white paper and all persons associated with the            

preparation and/or publication of this white paper do not have any responsibility            

or liability to any personal recipient (whether by reason of negligence, negligent            

misstatement or otherwise), arising from any statement, opinion or information          

expressed or implied, arising out of, or contained in, or derived from, or             

omission from this white paper.  

 

Neither the Promoters nor its advisers have independently verified any of the            

information, including the forecasts, prospects and projections contained in this          

paper.  

 

The Promoters of the white paper and all persons associated with the            

preparation and/or publication of this white paper do not accept any liability that             

may arise out of any information contained or implied in this white paper.  

 

Each recipient of this white paper is to rely solely on its/his/her knowledge,             

investigation, judgement and assessment of the matters which are the subject of            

this white paper and any information which is made available in connection with             

any further enquiries and such recipient must satisfy itself/himself/herself as to           

the accuracy and completeness of such matter.  

 

While the Promoters of the white paper and all persons associated with the             

preparation and/or publication of this white paper have attempted to ensure that            

statements of facts made in this white paper are accurate, all estimates,            

projections, forecasts, prospects, expressions of opinion and other subjective         

judgements contained in this white paper are based on assumptions considered           

to be reasonable as at the date of this white paper in which they are contained                

and must not be construed as a representation that the matters referred to in              

this white paper will occur.  
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Problems can occur and as such all recipients who act upon the contents of this               

white paper do so at their own risk and fully assume the responsibility for such               

action to the exclusion of the Promoters of the white paper and all persons              

associated with the preparation and/ or publication of this white paper.  

 

Any plans, projections or forecasts mentioned in this white paper may not be             

achieved due to multiple risk factors including without limitation defects in           

technology development, legal and regulatory exposure, market volatility, sector         

volatility, corporate actions or the unavailability of complete and accurate          

information.  

 

The white paper may refer to a number of hyperlinks to websites of entities              

mentioned in this white paper, however, the inclusion of a hyperlink does not             

imply that the Promoters of the white paper and/or any persons associated with             

the preparation and/or publication of this white paper endorses, recommends or           

approves any material on the linked page or accessible from it. Such linked             

websites must be accessed entirely at the recipient’s own risk.  

 

The Promoters of the white paper and/or any persons associated with the            

preparation and/ or publication of this white paper do not accept any risk or              

liability whatsoever to any such material, nor for consequences of its use.  

 

This white paper is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or used by, any                

person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any state, country or                 

other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would          

be contrary to law or regulation. In particular, this white paper is not an offer to                

any residents or domiciles of the United States of America, Republic of China or              

Singapore. This white paper is only accessible via the white paper link available             

on https://www.registryblocks.com and may not be distributed, reproduced or         

passed on to any other person or published, in part or in whole, for any purpose                

without the prior written consent of the Promoters.  

 

The manner of distribution this white paper may be restricted by law or             

regulation in certain jurisdictions. Persons who possess this white paper must           

observe all such restrictions. By accessing this white paper, the recipient agrees            

to be bound by the above limitations detailed in this disclaimer. 

 

This White Paper outlines Registry Blocks’ current plans, which could change at            

its discretion. 

 

Any statements about future events are based solely on Registry Blocks’ analysis            

of the issues described in this document. That analysis may prove to be             

incorrect.  
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This document does not constitute an offer or sale of the Tokens or any other               

mechanism for purchasing the Tokens (such as, without limitation, a fund           

holding the Tokens or a simple agreement for future tokens related to the             

Tokens). Any offer or sale of the Tokens or any related instrument will occur only               

based on definitive offering documents for the Tokens or the applicable           

instrument. Purchasing the Tokens or any related instrument is subject to many            

potential risks. Some of these risks will be described in the offering documents.             

These documents, along with additional information about Registry Blocks and          

the Network, are available on our website at www.registryblocks.com.         

Purchasers of Tokens and related instruments could lose all or some of the value              

of the funds used for their purchases. 
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